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a b s t r a c t 

The mouse is widely used as an experimental model to study visual processing. To probe how the visual sys- 

tem detects changes in the environment, functional paradigms in freely behaving mice are strongly needed. We 

developed and validated the first EEG-based method to investigate visual deviance detection in freely behaving 

mice. Mice with EEG implants were exposed to a visual deviant detection paradigm that involved changes in 

light intensity as standard and deviant stimuli. By subtracting the standard from the deviant evoked waveform, 

deviant detection was evident as bi-phasic negativity (starting around 70 ms) in the difference waveform. Addi- 

tionally, deviance-associated evoked (beta/gamma) and induced (gamma) oscillatory responses were found. We 

showed that the results were stimulus-independent by applying a “flip-flop ” design and the results showed good 

repeatability in an independent measurement. Together, we put forward a validated, easy-to-use paradigm to 

measure visual deviance processing in freely behaving mice. 
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. Introduction 

The experiments by Hubel and Wiesel on direction selectivity of neu-

ons in the cat visual cortex ( Hubel, 1959 ; Hubel and Wiesel, 1968 )

ave pioneered a growing scientific field on the visual system and its

rocessing abilities. Since then, the mouse is a widely used animal

odel to investigate visual processing ( Baker, 2013 ). One important

eason is that mice are particularly suitable for genetic modification,

uch as the use of advanced genetically encoded tools for neuroimag-

ng and neuromodulation that allow unraveling of neuronal network

ynamics ( Warden et al., 2014 ). Moreover, transgenic mouse models

llow to examine the role of specific cell types or neuronal populations

 Sohya et al., 2007 ; Hamm and Yuste, 2016 ), as well as to study al-

ered visual processing in the context of human psychiatric disorders

 Zhang et al., 2017 ; Hamm et al., 2020 ; Perenboom et al., 2020 ). How-

ver, visual processing has hardly been studied in awake, freely be-

aving mice, as typically head-fixation is used to ensure that visual

timuli reach the eye ( Montijn et al., 2016 ; Carrillo-Reid et al., 2019 ;
Abbreviations: ERP, event related potential; MMN, mismatch negativity; TFR, time
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ournier et al., 2020 ). Assessing measures of visual processing in freely

oving mice requires a behavioral setup in which animals are constantly

xposed to visual stimuli in their environment irrespective of their bod-

ly position. 

Detecting changes in the environment is an important function of

ensory systems. The brain can shift attention to changes in the envi-

onment via either a passive reduction in the response to redundant

timuli, or an active memory-based increased response to unexpected,

r deviant, stimuli ( Garrido et al., 2009 ). The representation of deviance

etection in the EEG signal has also been called mismatch negativity

MMN; May et al., 1999 ). Deficits in deviance detection have been as-

ociated with various neuropsychiatric disorders, mainly schizophrenia

 Näätänen et al., 2014 ; Tada et al., 2019 ). In recent years it has become

lear that a homolog of the MMN is also present in the visual modality,

he vMMN ( Czigler, 2007 ; Kimura, 2012 ; Pazo-Alvarez et al., 2003 ). The

MMN has gained substantially less attention compared to auditory de-

iance detection and has only twice been studied in rodents ( Hamm and
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uste, 2016 ; Vinken et al., 2017 ). While these studies were able to assess

MMN, the animals were required to be head-fixated. 

Here we set out to develop a novel paradigm to measure deviance-

nduced differences in visual evoked potentials (VEPs) in freely behav-

ng mice. Based on MMN oddball concepts used in the context of au-

itory deviance detection ( Harms et al., 2016 ), our vMMN paradigm

nvolves changes in light intensity as standard and deviant stimuli. In

rder to use the measured EEG waveform difference features for vMMN,

he paradigm needs to comply with three principal criteria. First, the

aradigm should be able to elicit a robust deviance response as measured

hrough the difference between the deviant versus standard VEP re-

ponses. Second, the deviance response needs to be stimulus-independent,

eaning that the same response difference is found when using either of

he two stimuli - in our case increases versus decreases in light intensity

as deviant. Third, the VEP deviance effect needs to be repeatable in an

ndependent measurement within the same subject ( repeatability ). After

atisfying the three criteria based on VEP waveforms, characteristics of

he frequency responses for the paradigm were explored to gain insight

n visual deviance-induced oscillatory activity. In addition, the influ-

nce of the repeated light stimulation was explored by assessing how

he strength of the observed vMMN changed with increasing number of

tandards preceding a deviant. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Mice 

Male C57BL/6 J mice ( n = 13) were used to implement and validate

he newly developed vMMN paradigm. Animals were single-housed in

ndividually ventilated cages for at least one week prior to surgeries

nd maintained on a 12:12 light-dark cycle with ad libitum access to

ood and water. All experiments were approved by the Animal Experi-

ent Ethics Committee of Leiden University Medical Center and were

arried out in accordance with ARRIVE guidelines and EU Directive

010/63/EU for animal experiments. All efforts were made to minimize

iscomfort of the experimental animals. 

.2. EEG implantation surgery 

Stereotactic EEG electrode implantation surgery was performed in

ice at the age of 2 months. Under isoflurane anesthesia (1.5%, in

xygen-enriched air), three silver (Ag) ball-tip electrodes were im-

lanted epidurally above the right prefrontal cortex (bregma + 2.6 mm

nterior, -1.6 mm lateral) and the right and left primary visual cortex

V1; bregma -3.5 mm posterior, + /- 3.0 mm lateral). The relatively lat-

ral V1 position was chosen since multiple studies indicate a role for the

isual extra-striate areas (which are located more laterally on the occip-

tal cortex) in the vMMN (reviewed in: Kimura, 2012 ; Vinken et al.,

017 ). Two epidural platinum electrodes were placed above cerebellum

o serve as reference and a ground electrode, respectively. Electromyo-

ram (EMG) electrodes were placed on top of the neck muscles to record

uscle activity. Light-activated bonding primer and dental cement (Kerr

ptibond / premise flowable, DiaDent Europe, Almere, the Netherlands)

ere used to attach electrodes to the skull. Post-operative pain relief

as achieved by a subcutaneous injection of Carprofen (5 mg/kg). EEG

ecordings started after a 14-day recovery period. 

.3. EEG and VEP recordings 

Tethered EEG recordings were performed in a Faraday cage in which

nimals were connected to the recording hardware via a counterbal-

nced, low-torque custom-build electrical commutator. Signals were

hree times pre-amplified, band-pass filtered (0.05 to 500 Hz), then

mplified 1200 times and thereafter digitized (Power 1401, Cambridge

lectronic Devices, Cambridge, UK) at a sampling rate of 5000 Hz. For

he recording of VEPs, mice were placed inside a computer-controlled
2 
ustom-built LED-illuminated sphere in which tethered mice were able

o move freely ( Van Diepen et al., 2013 ). The sphere (30 cm diameter)

as coated with high-reflectance paint that spread light produced by

 ring of white monochromatic LEDs at the top of the sphere around

n opening for the swivel. A baffle prevented the mice from looking di-

ectly into the LEDs. After connecting mice to the setup in the sphere,

nimals were allowed to habituate for at least 10 min. Mice were tested

nce in a baseline assessment and twice in an oddball paradigm, all on

eparate days. The baseline assessment, in which a train of light flashes

f increasing intensity was presented to the animals, was performed to

etermine VEP signal quality. 60 flashes of 1 ms with increasing light

ntensity between ∼0.4 and 1.1 𝜇W/cm 

2 /nm were presented at 2 Hz,

nd 5 flashes of increasing intensity between ∼1.4 and 2.2 𝜇W/cm 

2 /nm

t 0.5 Hz. The paradigm was repeated 50 times with 20 s rest in-between

locks. 

.4. Visual oddball paradigm 

To measure vMMN, a light intensity-based oddball paradigm with

ecreases and increases in light intensity was developed ( Fig. 1 ). To

nsure stable levels of light-adaptation before onset of the oddball se-

uence, the paradigm started with 10 min of constant light of medium

ntensity (0.15 𝜇W/cm 

2 /nm). Subsequently a 7 min sequence started in

hich 300 ms pulses of increased (1.7 𝜇W/cm 

2 /nm) or decreased light

ntensity (0.02 𝜇W/cm 

2 /nm) stimuli were interspersed by a 500 ms

nter-stimulus interval of the 0.15 𝜇W/cm 

2 /nm constant light inten-

ity ( Fig. 1 ). The constant level of light in between the sequence of

tandard and deviant stimuli was used to prevent occurrence of dark

daptation between stimuli. The intensities of increases and decreases

ere chosen based on VEP amplitudes in the grand average baseline

urve in such a way that the amplitude change from decrease to ISI

evel was the same as the amplitude change from ISI to increase level.

he stimulus duration of 300 ms was based on earlier vMMN stud-

es that used stimulus durations between 80 and 500 ms, in humans

 Stagg et al., 2004 ; Kimura et al., 2010a ; Sulykos and Czigler, 2014 ) and

odents ( Hamm and Yuste, 2016 ; Vinken et al., 2017 ). Deviant stimuli

ere semi-randomly spread through the sequence, with the constraint

f a minimum of two standard presentations before the next deviant.

he first stimulation block in the paradigm contained 500 stimuli, 437

87.4%, the standard) of which were intensity increases and 63 (12.6%,

he deviant) of which were light intensity decreases. After this block, the

aradigm (including the 10 min constant light at the start) was repeated

ith a swap of standard and deviant stimulus type. This so called ‘flip-

op’ paradigm allowed for assessment of differences between standard

nd deviant stimuli irrespective of stimulus type ( Harms et al., 2016 ),

n our case increased vs decreased light intensity. The visual oddball

aradigm was performed twice for every animal on separate days. Ev-

ry animal was once tested in the morning (1st half of the light phase)

nd once in the afternoon (2nd half of the light phase), whereby the

rder of the morning and afternoon measurement was counterbalanced

ver the animals. 

.5. Analysis 

No animals had to be excluded on the basis of low signal quality

s judged from the baseline assessment of stimulus responses. For two

nimals, positive-negative inverted signals were evident on one of the vi-

ual cortex electrodes (once right V1 and once left V1); these electrodes

ere excluded from analysis. Next, recordings were manually checked

o exclude recording periods with artefacts, as well as periods of sleep,

s deviance detection is known to be attenuated or even absent in non-

EM sleep ( Sculthorpe et al., 2009 ). For sleep detection, recordings were

rst screened for the presence of periods where a passive infrared (PIR)

otion detector did not pick up non-specific locomotor activity. If peri-

ds without locomotor activity were present, they were checked for the

resence of non-REM sleep, as defined by high amplitude delta ( < 4 Hz)
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the light-intensity oddball paradigm used for visual mismatch negativity in freely behaving mice. Mice were presented with an 

oddball paradigm with increases (1.7 μW/cm 

2 /mm) and decreases (0.02 μW/cm 

2 /mm) in light intensity as stimuli, with intermittent intermediate intensity levels 

(0.15 μW/cm 

2 /mm). The paradigm was presented as a ‘flip-flop’ in which the “initial ” presentation with intensity increase standards and intensity decrease deviants 

(left), was followed by a “flipped ” presentation with intensity decrease standards and intensity increase deviants (right). Initial and flipped stimulation blocks lasted 

∼ 7 min each. Before the initial stimulation block and in between the initial and flipped stimulation blocks, 10 min of constant intermediate light (0.15 𝜇W/cm 

2 /nm) 

was presented. For the analysis, standards of increased intensity were compared to deviants of increased intensity, and standards of decreased intensity are compared 

to deviants of decreased intensity. 
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aves, so called slow waves, in the frontal EEG signal in combination

ith an absence of activity in the EMG signal. Two recordings which

ontained periods of sleep during stimulus presentation were excluded

rom EEG analysis (both being the first recording of the animal). Addi-

ionally, seven recordings were excluded from the analysis of locomotor

ctivity, since sleep episodes were present in the baseline periods. For

ne animal both the first and the second recording were excluded due to

he presence of sleep, this animal was thus not included in the locomotor

ctivity analysis. 

.5.1. VEP waveforms 

Data pre-processing was performed in Matlab (Versions 2018a &

018b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). EEG data were low-pass filtered

t 70 Hz with a fourth order Butterworth filter. For evoked potential

aveform analysis, VEPs were extracted from the data of each record-

ng electrode from 50 ms before until 300 ms after stimulus onset. Sub-

equently, VEPs were grouped into deviant and standard stimuli, irre-

pective of being a light intensity increase or a light intensity decrease.

ithin those two categories, trials were averaged, and subsequently

aseline corrected, using a latency window that ranged from -50 to 0 to

s prior to the change in light intensity. For plotting purposes, all 437

tandard trials were averaged. However, to have a balanced numbers

f standards and deviants in the statistical comparisons, bootstrapping

f 100 random sets of 63 standards was used in the statistical analysis.

ifference waves were calculated by subtracting the standard from the

eviant VEP. A comparison between the difference waves of the right

nd left V1 electrode (using cluster-based permutation analysis) did not

eveal any time windows of significant differences (data not shown). In

ubsequent analyses VEPs from the right and left electrode were aver-

ged. Averaging over trials, electrodes and recordings was performed

or the data from individual animals before performing any statistical

nalysis for the data-sets across animals. 

To test whether vMMN was significantly different from zero cluster-

ased permutation analysis was used as previously described ( Maris and

ostenveld, 2007 ). In short, dependent t -test statistics were obtained for

very time point (0.2 ms steps) of the difference waves and were clus-

ered over time along adjacent points that reached above the t -value
3 
hreshold corresponding to an alpha-level of 0.05. The sum of all t -

alues in a cluster was used as the cluster statistic. To assess significance

f these clusters, a ‘null’ distribution was created by performing 1000

andom permutations with the individual animal difference waves and

ero. Cluster statistics were extracted for every permutation in the same

anner as described above. Both the largest positive and the largest

egative cluster from each permutation were used to create two dis-

ributions. Clusters in the actual data were considered significant when

xceeding the 97.5-percentile threshold for cluster size in either the pos-

tive or negative distribution. The permutation process was repeated for

ifference waves computed with each of the 100 randomly selected sub-

ets of 63 standards. The largest cluster for each component (the early

30–70 ms), the late (70–150 ms) and effects after vMMN latencies ( >

50 ms)) was saved into a p-value distribution of which the median,

he maximum, the minimum and the percentage of p -values below al-

ha ( p < 0.05) were reported (median [min max], percentage). Medians

ere reported instead of means, because the p -values were not normally

istributed. When no cluster was found in a permutation, a value of 1

as added to the distribution. 

Comparable procedures were used to compare VEP features between

ight and left electrodes, light intensity increases and decreases, and first

nd second recordings. However, in these cases permutations were per-

ormed by randomly exchanging the data between the two conditions in

he comparison. As small numbers of clusters were found for the com-

arison of the first and second recording, for these data all clusters that

ere found in the bootstrap were pulled together; for the deviants, no

ootstrap was used but all 63 deviants were simply compared between

he first and second recording. 

Cluster-based permutation analysis does not have a good level of pre-

ision for finding exact on- and off-sets, therefore borders of the time,

s well as time-frequency, windows of reported clusters should be inter-

reted carefully ( Sassenhagen and Draschkow, 2019 ). Latency windows

lotted in the VEP figures display the windows as found by the analysis

ith all standards. 
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.5.2. Time-frequency analysis 

For analysis of time-frequency responses (TFRs), single trial data

i.e., from a single stimulation; either a standard or deviant) were ex-

racted from the EEG signal from 1 s before to 1.5 s after stimulus onset.

he data was low-pass filtered at 150 Hz. Like with the VEP analysis,

rials were grouped into standards and deviants irrespective of the stim-

lus being a light increase or decrease . Using the FieldTrip toolbox for

EG/MEG-analysis ( Oostenveld et al., 2011 ; Donders Institute for Brain,

ognition and Behavior, Radboud University, the Netherlands), Han-

ing window convolution was performed with 5 ms time windows on

ingle trials. Frequencies were extracted from 4 to 150 Hz with 1 Hz lin-

ar steps. The number of cycles increased from 2 to 10 with increasing

requency. Next, power was converted to a log10 scale and an absolute

aseline correction was performed using a window from 200 to 100 ms

efore stimulus onset as the baseline. This window was chosen to avoid

ncluding stimulus related activity that would be smeared (in time) due

o the width of the Hanning window. The average time-frequency map

f standard trials was subtracted from the average time-frequency map

f deviant trials. Additionally, to assess non-phase-locked TFRs, per con-

ition the average VEP response was subtracted from individual trials in

he time domain before performing the same time-frequency analysis as

escribed above ( Cohen, 2014 ; Park et al., 2018 ). To test for statistical

ignificance of clusters in the TFR difference maps, cluster-based permu-

ation analysis was used as described above for VEP waveform analysis.

 -test statistics were in this case obtained for every time-frequency point

5 ms and 1 Hz steps) and clustered over time and frequency. TFR anal-

sis was performed with the full set of standards. 

.5.3. Exploratory analysis of the effect of preceding number of standards 

To explore effects of the number of standards since the last de-

iant, in other words the number of preceding standards, on visual

voked EEG responses (both VEPs and TFRs) including vMMN ampli-

ude, linear mixed effects modeling was performed ( Bates et al., 2015a ;

uznetsova et al., 2017 ). Mixed models have a significant advantage

ver traditional regression models since they consider the number of in-

ividual trials that contribute to a condition, as opposed to calculating

he unpooled means per animal, per condition, and losing this type of in-

ormation ( Gelman and Hill, 2007 ). Here, fewer observations were avail-

ble for the higher number of trials since the last deviant. Models were

stimated and analyzed using the R-package ‘ lme4’ ( Bates et al., 2015b ,

Studio, version 1.2.5042 (R-version 4.0), Boston, MA, USA; lme4 pack-

ge version 1.1–27; Bates et al., 2015b ) and ‘ lmerTest’ ( Kuznetsova et al.,

017 ). 

The amplitude of the VEP waveforms and power of the TFRs were

nspected as a function of the number of trials since the last deviant, for

oth standards and deviants, and light increases and decreases. The VEP

aveform mean amplitudes were extracted from each individual trial

n the latency windows that were found to be significant clusters in the

voked potential analysis, resulting in two separate models for an early

40 to 60 ms) and a late (70 to 150 ms) latency window. Similarly, the

ean frequency power from each of the TFR clusters (across frequencies

nd time) that were found to be significant was also extracted. For each

easurement type (mV or power) and interval, a linear mixed model

as constructed with the following formula: 

 V n |cluster powe r n 
 β0 . j [ n ] + β1 # trial s j [ n ] + β2 oddbal l j [ n ] + β3 stimulu s j [ n ] + β4 # trials . oddbal l n 
 β5 oddball . stimulu s n + β6 # trials . stimulus + β7 # trials . oddball . stimulus + 𝜖n 

In this formula, for each trial n, the VEP and TFR amplitudes were

escribed by an intercept 𝛽0 , a 𝛽1 which indicates the number of tri-

ls since last deviant (1–30), a 𝛽2 which relates to whether the trial

as a standard or a deviant and 𝛽3 which indicates whether the trial

as a light increase or decrease. Finally, 𝛽4 – 𝛽7 indicates the interac-

ions between number of trials since the last deviant, whether a deviant

r standard was presented, and whether the stimulus was a light in-

rease or decrease and 𝜖n is the residual error term. The subscript j[n] 
4 
ould indicate whether the model included a random effect by animal.

o establish the random-effects structure of the model we used a proce-

ure in which we started with a full model (containing random slopes

er animal for all corresponding fixed effects; including the interaction

erms) and subsequently reduced model complexity by stepwise remov-

ng random factors (starting with the higher-order interaction terms)

ntil the model did not improve (AIC selection criteria; ( Bates et al.,

015a ). This stepwise procedure has been shown to result in a ‘hybrid’

odel that avoids overfitting the data while containing relevant random

ffects ( Luke, 2017 ; Matuschek et al., 2017 ). As a result, the random ef-

ect per subject for the interaction between number of trials since last

eviant and whether the trial was a deviant or standard was excluded.

-statistics were used to assess statistical significance of model parame-

ers using the Satterthwaite estimation of degrees of freedom as imple-

ented in the R-package ‘ lmerTest ’ ( Kuznetsova et al., 2017 ). 

.5.4. Locomotor activity 

Locomotor activity of the mice during the vMMN paradigm was as-

essed by analyzing the activity counts recorded by a PIR movement

ensor. Detected movement events were divided into baseline (20 min

efore stimulation and the 10 min inter-block interval) and stimulation

vents. Events within stimulation blocks where further subdivided into

vents during the light increase standard block and the light decrease

tandard block. For all recordings without sleep episodes, the number of

ctivity counts per minute were calculated per animals, combined over

he first and (when applicable) second recording. 

Differences in locomotor activity intervals between baseline and

timulation phases, as well as between standard increase and standard

ecrease blocks were tested with Wilcoxon ranked sum tests, as the data

id not pass a one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality. 

VEP figures were constructed in GraphPad Prism (Version 8, Graph-

ad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). Figures of the TFR were constructed

n Matlab (Version 2018a,b). Figures of the mixed linear modeling data

ere constructed in RStudio. Data in text are presented as mean ± stan-

ard deviation. The type of variance presented in figures is specified in

he figure legends. For all analyses p < 0.05 was considered significant.

ll data and analysis code (R and Matlab) is available on the OSF data

epository ( www.osf.io/6bhwf/ ). 

. Results 

.1. Visual mismatch negativity can be assessed in freely behaving mice 

For the development of the vMMN paradigm for freely behav-

ng mice, we designed an oddball paradigm with sequences of

00 ms white light pulses of increased (1.7 𝜇W/cm 

2 /nm) or de-

reased (0.2 𝜇W/cm 

2 /nm) light intensity, interspersed by a 500 ms

nterstimulus interval at constant light of intermediate intensity

0.15 𝜇W/cm 

2 /nm, Fig. 1 ). Deviant stimuli (63 of 500 stimuli, 12.6%)

ere semi-randomly spread throughout the sequence with the constraint

f a minimum of two standard presentations before the next deviant.

n the paradigm both increases and decreases in light intensity were

resented once as standard and once as deviant (‘flip-flop’ paradigm;

arms et al., 2016 ; Fig. 1 ). The paradigm was presented twice, on sepa-

ate days. For the first analysis, VEP responses were averaged for, respec-

ively, all standard and deviant stimuli, regardless of being a response to

 light increase or light decrease. VEPs recorded from the right and left

rimary visual cortex (V1), and the first and the second measurement

ere combined. 

Visual inspection of the averaged VEPs revealed a clear distinction

etween standard and deviant waveforms ( Fig. 2 A). Both for deviant and

tandard stimuli, VEPs showed an initial N1 negativity around 30 ms

fter stimulus onset, followed by a broad positivity between ∼50 and

150 ms. Compared to the response to standard stimuli, the deviant

1 deflection was slightly broadened, while the later broad positiv-

ty was of lower amplitude than observed for the standard response.

http://www.osf.io/6bhwf/
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Fig. 2. Visual mismatch negativity in the visual evoked potential re- 

sponses to an intensity oddball paradigm in freely behaving mice. (A) 

Grand average VEP waveforms in response to standard and deviant stimuli. 

Responses were averaged for, respectively, all standard or all deviant stimuli, 

independent of the standard or deviant representing a stimulus of increased or 

decreased light intensity. Responses of the right and left V1, as well as the first 

and second recording were combined. Data are presented as mean ± standard 

error of the mean (SEM). ( B) Deviant minus standard difference wave for the 

combined ‘intensity increase’ and ‘intensity decrease’ deviants and standards. 

Data are presented as mean ± 95% confidence interval. Gray shading represents 

the variance between animals. n = 13, ∗ p < 0.01, # p < 0.1. 
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t  
onsequently, the difference wave, computed by subtracting the stan-

ard from the deviant response, consisted of a bi-phasic negative com-

onent, between ∼35 and ∼150 ms, with a maximum peak amplitude

f -0.048 ± 0.027 mV ( Fig. 2 B). Cluster-based permutation analysis re-

ealed two deviance-associated components. The early negative com-

onent in the difference wave, ∼35–60 ms after stimulus onset, was not

ignificantly different from zero (median p = 0.069, [min: 0.024 max:

.116], percentage < 0.05: 13%), whereas the late negative component,

70–150 ms after stimulus onset, was ( p = 0.010, [ < 0.001 0.052], 99%).

ur visual oddball paradigm thus meets the first criterion of yielding a

obust deviance response , as a significant difference in the response to de-

iant compared to standard light stimuli could be assessed from VEPs

ecorded from V1 in freely behaving mice. Compared to the V1 EEG

ecordings, the oddball paradigm elicited no apparent VEP responses at

he prefrontal electrode, nor a distinguishable difference wave (data not

hown), indicating specificity of the test paradigm to the visual system.

.2. Visual mismatch negativity in the late VEP component is 

timulus-independent 

To meet the mismatch negativity criterion of stimulus-independency,

he difference between VEP responses to standard and deviant stimuli of

ntensity increases and intensity decreases should contain similar com-

onents. Visual inspection of the standard and deviant VEP waveforms

averaged over the responses from V1 left and right, and the two differ-
5 
nt recording days) revealed different features in the context of intensity

ncrease or decrease stimuli, in particular with respect to the early la-

encies. Specifically, the VEP in response to an intensity increase, for

oth standard and deviant stimuli, contained additional early latency

omponents between 20 and 60 ms that were not evident in the VEP in

esponse to an intensity decrease ( Fig. 3 A). 

While the early components of standard and deviant VEP waveforms

or light increases and decreases differed, when subtracting the stan-

ard from the deviant response for stimuli of the same light change (i.e.

ncrease or decrease), the deviant-minus-standard difference waves ap-

eared remarkably similar for both light intensity changes with respect

o the late component around 100 ms ( Fig. 3 B). However, the late com-

onent of the difference wave, at a latency range of ∼70–150 ms, was

ignificantly different from zero for the intensity increase ( p = 0.006,

 < 0.001 0.036], 100%), but did not reach significant for the intensity

ecrease responses ( p = 0.065, [ < 0.001 0.242], 42%). The early compo-

ent of the difference wave was only evident in the difference wave of

n intensity increase ( p = 0.030, [0.004 0.072], 89%). For the difference

ave of the intensity decrease responses, the shape of the early compo-

ent was visible but did not differ in amplitude from zero ( p = 0.603,

0.106 1.00], 0%). After 150 ms, the difference waves from the intensity

ncrease and decrease responses showed slow shifts in opposite direction

hich was most evident beyond the ∼200 ms latency range of the origi-

al VEPs (intensity increase: p = 0.149, [0.010 1.00], 25%; intensity de-

rease: p = 0.016, [ < 0.001 1.00], 65%). When comparing the features

f the light increase and the light decrease difference waves directly,

he early component was found to differ significantly on a p < 0.1 level

 ∼20–60 ms, p = 0.09, [0.012 1.00], 16% smaller than 0.05, 57% smaller

han 0.1). Despite the fact that the late component was significantly dif-

erent from zero for the intensity increase but not the intensity decrease,

o differences between the intensity increase and decrease were found

or the late component ( p = 0.368 [0.12 1.00], 0%). In addition, outside

he identified window of deviance detection ( ∼30–150 ms), a significant

ifference between the intensity increase and decrease difference waves

as found for the additional late component between ∼170 and 300 ms

 p = 0.008 [ < 0.001 1.00], 83%). In conclusion, although both the early

nd the late latency component were more pronounced in light inten-

ity increase difference waves, the late negative component at ∼100 ms

ould not be statistically differentiated between the responses to light

ntensity increases and decreases. With the use of this component of the

eviant-minus-standard difference waves, our vMMN paradigm thus sat-

sfies our second criterion of stimulus independency . 

The comparison of the intensity increase and decrease responses also

evealed, perhaps not surprisingly, that the ‘off-response’ to an intensity

ncrease – in essence being an intensity decrease – showed a VEP simi-

arly shaped as the ‘on-response’ of the intensity decrease and vice versa

Supplementary Fig. 1). Increases and decreases in light intensity thus

eemed to be processed as shifts in light intensity rather than as flashes of

ifferent intensities. The on- and off-responses to a light increase showed

lightly higher amplitudes compared to the on- and off-responses to a

ight decrease. The chosen magnitude of the intensity shifts, which was

arger for increases than decreases (i.e. a shift from 0.15 to 1.7 compared

o 0.15 to 0.02 μW/cm 

2 /mm), was selected based on tests with a 1 ms

ash VEP paradigm that showed an equal amplitude difference for both

ncrease and decrease intensities compared to the VEP amplitude re-

ponse to the ISI intensity. However, in the deviant paradigm the larger

ntensity shifts still evoked a slightly higher amplitude response. As the

atencies of all identified deviance detection components fall within the

00 ms duration of the light stimuli, these off-responses do not affect

ur deviance detection. 

.3. Visual mismatch negativity shows repeatability in an independent 

easurement 

Our third criterion for a vMMN paradigm concerns repeatability of

he outcome in independent measurements. To assess this, each animal
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Fig. 3. Visual mismatch negativity in the visual evoked potential responses to light pulses of increased or decreased intensity. (A) The VEP waveforms for, 

respectively, ‘intensity increase’ (left) and ‘intensity decrease’ (right) deviants and standards. Data are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). ( B) 

Overlay of the intensity increase and intensity decrease difference waves. The early negative wave component between 20 and 60 ms is present only in the difference 

wave for intensity increase deviants and standards, the late negative wave component around 100 ms is present in both difference waves. A trend level difference 

between the two difference waves is observed for the early latencies between 20 and 60 ms. For latencies between 170 and 300 ms, the waveforms of the intensity 

increase and decrease difference waves are significantly different. Data are presented as mean ± 95% confidence intervals. Responses were averaged for right and 

left V1, as well as the first and second recording. Error bars represent the variance between animals. n = 13, ∗ p < 0.01, # p < 0.1. 
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as subjected to the visual oddball paradigm twice on two separate

ays. Using cluster-based permutation analysis, no differences between

he first and second recording were observed for either the standard

EPs, deviant VEPs or difference waves for the combined responses to

ntensity increases and decreases ( Fig. 4 ). For both the standard VEP

nd the difference wave, only four percent of the clusters found after

ootstrapping with random subsets of standards was smaller than 0.05,

f which all but one had a latency of more than 150 ms (difference

ave: p = 0.498 [0.010 0.988], 4.1%; standard: p = 0.490 [0.006 0.938],

.0%). For the deviant, two clusters were found ( p = 0.814/0.608).

hese outcomes indicate that our visual oddball paradigm has a good

est-retest reliability and therefore also meets the third criterion. 

.4. Mice show intrinsic drive for locomotor activity during visual 

timulation 

An advantage of using a freely behaving set-up is the opportunity

o assess spontaneous behavior during the EEG recordings. Mice in our

MMN paradigm turned out to show relatively constant high locomotor

ctivity levels during recordings. An exception to this were two mice

hich were asleep during part of the first recording session, the record-

ngs of which were excluded from further analysis. For the remaining

ecordings of all mice, periods of inactivity were rare and the overall

verage interval between two locomotor activity events (as registered

y PIR movement sensors in the setup) was only 0.83 ± 0.02 s. The

ccurrence of VEPs during periods inactivity was too infrequent to al-

ow correlating VEP features with expression of locomotor activity. No

ifferences were found between the activity counts per minute for the

aseline (72.07 ± 1.80) and the stimulation windows (72.56 ± 2.90,
6 
 = 0.72, p = 0.471, Fig. 5 A), nor between the stimulation block in

hich intensity increases served as standards (73.03 ± 2.52) and the

lock in which intensity decreases served as standards (72.08 ± 4.76,

 = 0.12, p = 0.908, Fig. 5 B). Thus, during the EEG assessments in the

ight sphere, mice showed a high drive for locomotor activity, which

as not affected by the presentation of visual stimuli. 

.5. Visual deviance detection is also evident from the light-triggered 

ime-frequency response 

In addition to examining VEP waveform features from the deviant-

tandard difference waves, we analysed the EEG TFR. Human stud-

es showed that vMMN has oscillatory components that are not phase-

ocked to the stimulus and would therefore cancel out when averaging

ver trials, which is part of classical event-related potential (ERP) analy-

is ( Stothart and Kazanina, 2013 ). TFRs are time-locked, but in contrast

o ERP waveforms, not necessarily phase-locked to the stimulus and can

herefore give a more complete picture of stimulus-associated activity.

isual inspection of the frequency spectra in response to standards and

eviants revealed activity in several frequency ranges. The EEG response

o standard stimuli – combined for intensity increases and decreases –

howed an apparent increased power for the beta-lower gamma ( ∼20–

0 Hz, labeled with ‘1 ′ in Fig. 6 A) and the gamma range ( ∼50–100 Hz,

abeled with ‘2 ′ in Fig. 6 A) at a latency between ∼20 and ∼70 ms after

timulus onset. In addition, a broad increase in power was seen for the

heta range ( ∼4–9 Hz, labeled with ‘3 ′ in Fig. 6 A), evident from stim-

lus onset to a latency of ∼200 ms. While the TFR to deviant stimuli

howed an overall comparable pattern ( Fig. 6 A), comparison between

eviant and standard TRFs in a deviant minus standard heatmap re-
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the visual evoked potential responses from the 2 independent measurements. The same light intensity oddball paradigm was presented 

to all mice twice, on separate days (i.e. 1st and 2nd presentation). (A) VEPs in response to standard and deviant stimuli, averaged for, respectively, the 1st and the 

2nd presentation. (B) Overlay of the deviant minus standard difference waves. n = 11, data are presented as mean ± 95% confidence interval. Gray shading represent 

the variance between animals. Cluster-based permutation analysis did not reveal any significant differences between the 1st and the 2nd presentation. 

Fig. 5. Locomotor activity during EEG assessments in the freely behaving visual stimulation set-up. Non-specific PIR-movement sensors inside the light 

spheres registered activity counts. The number of activitycounts per minute were calculated for all animals for the different phases of the paradigm. Locomotor 

activity was compared between the baseline and stimulation periods (A) , and between the stimulation blocks with respectively intensity increase or decreases as 

standard (B) . n = 12, data are presented as mean ± standard deviation with individual data points. 

7 
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Fig. 6. Visual mismatch negativity in the time-frequency response . Panels show clusters of the power of both overall oscillatory activity (A) , as well as induced 

oscillatory activity (B) in the vMMN paradigm. To isolate induced oscillatory activity, the averaged waveform was subtracted from each individual trial before 

running a time-frequency analysis. From top to bottom panel time-frequency responses to standard stimuli, deviant stimuli, and a deviant minus standard difference 

plot are shown. TFRs were obtained by performing Hanning-window convolution 4–150 Hz with 5 ms time steps. Absolute baseline-correction was performed using 

-0.2 - -0.1 ms as the baseline. TFRs to light increases and decreases, the right and left V1 as well as and second recording were averaged . Y-axis lower cut-off is 4 Hz. 

In the difference plot, significant ( p < 0.05) time-frequency clusters are outlined. n = 13. 
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ealed multiple clusters with significantly different frequency compo-

ents ( Fig. 6 A). Most evident was a cluster between ∼20 and 120 ms,

ndicating increased EEG power in the range from ∼10 to 70 Hz in re-

ponse to deviants ( p = 0.022, labeled with ‘A’ in Fig. 6 A). This cluster

eemed to be the result of a combination of an altered shape of the

eta/gamma response (labeled with ‘1 ′ ) to the deviant compared to the

tandard stimuli, as well as an additional deviant response in the al-

ha/beta band ( ∼10–20 Hz, labeled with ‘4 ′ in Fig. 6 A) which was not

vident in the response to the standard. The gamma response ( ∼50–

00 Hz) contained less power in response to deviant compared to stan-

ard stimuli ( p = 0.048, labeled with ‘B’ in Fig. 6 A). Lastly, increased

EG power in the high gamma range ( ∼80–150 Hz) was seen in response

o the deviant compared to the standard, both shortly following stimu-

us onset between ∼0 and 60 ms ( p = 0.036, labeled with ‘C’ in Fig. 6 A)

nd in a later window between ∼90 and ∼300 ms ( p = 0.002, labeled

ith ‘D’ in Fig. 6 A). 

Oscillatory activity can be divided into evoked power, which is the

irect frequency representation of the VEP waveform response, and in-

uced power, which is the oscillatory activity that is non-phase-locked

o the stimulus and thus not found in the VEP waveforms ( Jones, 2016 ).

o asses which oscillatory clusters in our analysis represented induced

ower, the time-frequency analysis was also ran after subtracting the av-

rage VEP waveform from every single trial per condition ( Park et al.,

018 ). Clusters 3 and 4 in the TFR and cluster A in the difference plot

ere not present when using this analysis ( Fig. 6 B) and thus represent

voked power. On the other hand, clusters 1 and 2 in the TFR and

lusters B, C and D in the difference plot were still present after run-

ing time-frequency analysis on mean-subtracted data and represent the

ower of induced oscillatory activity. With our visual oddball paradigm

n freely behaving mice, deviance detection was thus not only reflected

n the VEP waveforms, but also in evoked as well as induced power in

he EEG time-frequency responses. 
t  

t  

0  

8 
.6. Higher numbers of standards preceding a deviant strengthen visual 

ismatch negativity 

In light of the ongoing debate about the role of adaptation to

he repeatedly presented standards in deviance detection paradigms

 Garrido et al., 2009 ; Grimm et al., 2016 ), we assessed whether stim-

lus history influenced our VEP-based vMMN. Using linear Mixed ef-

ects models ( Bates et al., 2015b ; Gelman and Hill, 2007 ) we explored

hether the vMMN amplitude (VEP- and TFR-based) changed with vary-

ng numbers of standards preceding the deviant. In addition, we assessed

hether this was potentially also affected by the stimulus types, i.e.,

n intensity increase or decrease. The mean amplitude and oscillatory

ower of standard and deviant VEPs and TFRs were extracted from each

rial, for both the cluster-based defined early (40–60 ms) and late (70–

50 ms) latency windows rounded to the nearest ten, and the identified

amma (B, ∼50–100 Hz) and high gamma (C and D, ∼80–150 Hz) in-

uced frequency clusters. We subsequently analysed the amplitude or

ower using a linear mixed model with the factors ‘oddball’ (standard,

eviant), ‘stimulus’ (light increase, decrease), and ‘number of trials since

ast deviant’ (1–30; continuous and linear variable). 

Early negativity (40–60 ms): amplitudes of the vMMN (deviant mi-

us standard) in the early latency increased with the number of tri-

ls since the last deviant (1.684 ×10 − 3 mV (SE: 0.338 ×10 − 3 ) per trial).

n other words we observed an increase in the early latency vMMN

mplitude with longer stretches of standard trials (oddball × # of tri-

ls since last deviance: t(25,956) = 4.98, p < 0.001, Fig. 7 A). The

mplitude in response to standard VEPs increased with number of

rials since last deviant (0.775 ×10 − 3 mV (SE: 0.176 ×10 − 3 ) per trial;

 (14.9) = 4.41, p < 0.001) and the amplitude in response to de-

iant VEPs decreased (-0.909 ×10 − 3 mV (SE: 0.342 ×10 − 3 ) per trial;

(211.9) = − 2.66; p = 0.008). Furthermore, we confirmed our earlier

bservation that the amplitudes in the early latency window, irrespec-

ive of stimulus history, were stimulus specific (oddball × stimulus type:

 (25,956) = 4.72, p < 0.001; light increase: deviant minus standard: -

.0368 mV, SE = 4.35 ×10 − 3 ; t (20.6) = 8.46, p < 0.001; light decrease:
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Fig. 7. Exploration of effects of stimulus history on VEP- and TFR-based mismatch negativity features. Analyses were performed for the earlier found VEP 

(A , separated for the early and late negativity ) and TFR (B) components . Each of the different graphs depicts the mean amplitude (for VEP features) or power (for 

TFR features) as a function of the number of preceding standards since the occurrence of the last deviant. For both VEP and TFR features, the vMMN amplitude (for 

VEP) or power (for TFR) is the difference between the standard and deviant amplitude, which for the early and late VEP component and TFR cluster B was found 

to increase with an increasing number of preceding standards. Data are presented separately for standard and deviant stimuli, as well as for intensity increases and 

decreases. n = 13, data are presented as mean ± 95% confidence interval. 
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eviant minus standard: -0.0039 mV, SE = 4.35 ×10 − 3 ; t (20.7) = 0.898,

 > 0.380). 

Late negativity (70–150 ms): amplitudes of the vMMN in the late

atency window paralleled the observations for the early component

ith respect to a modulation of the vMMN by stimulus history (odd-

all × trials since last deviant: (1.232 mV (SE: 0.390 ×10 − 3 ); per trial;

 (25,944) = -3.16, p = 0.002). While the amplitude of the late neg-

tivity response to standard VEPs increased with decreasing novelty

6.370 ×10 − 3 mV (SE: 0.180 ×10 − 3 ) per trial; t (14.9) = 3.53, p = 0.003),

or the deviant responses, the late negativity amplitude did not show a

ignificant decrease in amplitude (0.060 ×10 − 3 mV (SE: 0.383 ×10 − 3 );

(284.3 = 1.55, p > 0.122), contrary to what was observed for the

arly negativity. In the late latency window no overall effect of stim-

lus type on deviant processing was observed (oddball × stimulus type:

 (25,944) = -1.19, p = 0.235). To further address the stimulus indepen-

ency, it was tested whether the effects of stimulus history on the late

omponent differed between the stimulus types (i.e. light increase vs

ight decrease). Addition of this interaction to the model did not im-

rove the fit of the model ( ΔAIC = + 5.4; ΔBIC = + 28, a smaller AIC

ndicating improvement of the model weighting complexity [number

f parameters] and explained variance), supporting the claim that the

mplitudes in the late component were indeed stimulus non-specific. 

Oscillatory clusters: for the TFR-based analysis only the early high

amma cluster (C, 80–150 Hz) showed a significant relationship be-

ween stimulus history and deviance detection (C: oddball × trials since

ast deviant t (25,977) = 2.05, p = 0.041; D: oddball × trials since last

eviant: t (25,959) = 1.72, p = 0.086, Fig. 7 B). However, the large vari-

tion and p -values close to the significance threshold suggest that these

i  

9 
nalyses were underpowered and therefore should be interpreted care-

ully. 

. Discussion 

Mismatch negativity is an important function of the brain to iden-

ify environmental changes that may require subsequent appropriate be-

avioral and/or physiological responses. The goal of this study was to

evelop and validate a method for assessing vMMN in freely behaving

ice. The developed paradigm met all three pre-defined criteria: a ro-

ust deviance response, stimulus-independence, and repeatability. First , the

ight intensity-based oddball paradigm evoked a bi-phasic negativity in

he VEP difference wave, of which the late 70–150 ms component was

ignificantly different from zero, indicating that the paradigm was able

o assess the ability of mice to differentiate between standard and de-

iant flashing light stimuli. Second , vMMN in this late component was

ound to be independent of the type of stimulus (i.e., light increase or

ecrease) that was used a deviant. Third , the paradigm showed good

epeatability in a second recording performed on a separate day. 

The vMMN presented with our paradigm matches well with pre-

iously reported vMMN features from both human and rodent EEG.

he only other EEG-based vMMN study in mice, in which a pattern-

ased oddball paradigm was used in head-fixed animals, also showed

i-phasic responses ( Hamm and Yuste, 2016 ). They identified the dif-

erences in response to standard and deviant stimuli in early latencies

o reflect stimulus-specific adaptation, while differences in later laten-

ies reflected deviance detection activity. Also human visual ERP studies

ndicated that early components of sensory processing represented adap-
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ation effects, while later components were specifically associated with

iolations of expectation ( Czigler et al., 2006 ; File et al., 2017 ). The

nset and timing of the early and late phases differed for each of the

tudies, as well as the present study, both between and within species.

eside differences in neuronal pathways between species, deviance de-

ection latencies may also be influenced by the stimulus complexity

 Kojouharova et al., 2019 ). For example, Hamm and Yuste (2016) ,

hich used visual pattern stimuli instead of the light flashes used in our

tudy, found longer latencies (between ∼ 40 and 240 ms) in their mouse

isual deviance detection features compared to the latencies observed

n our paradigm. In our freely-moving deviance detection paradigm,

e could not assess the contribution of stimulus-specific adaptation, as

he ‘many standards control paradigm’ ( Czigler et al., 2006 ; Hamm and

uste, 2016 ; Harms et al., 2016 ; File et al., 2017 ) was not used. We

ere however able to show that the early component was sensitive

o stimulus properties (i.e. a significant deviance detection effect was

nly present for light intensity increases), while the late component

as stimulus-type-independent. Additionally, the effect of stimulus his-

ory on vMMN amplitude was larger for the early compared to the

ate component. The finding of larger effects of stimulus history and

timulus-specificity on the early component are in line with the previ-

usly reported stimulus-specific adaptation in the early latencies and

eviance detection in the later latencies ( Czigler et al., 2006 ; File et al.,

017 ; Hamm and Yuste, 2016 ). We therefore speculate that also in our

aradigm the early component is primarily driven by stimulus-specific

daptation, while the late component represents active deviance detec-

ion. Taken together, our vMMN matches well with that observed in hu-

ans as well as in mice. Our data show that head fixation is not required

or measuring vMMN in mice, and that the implemented paradigm and

bserved responses in mice have translational value. 

Performing sensory processing assessments in freely behaving ani-

als does not only reduce stress effects but also increases behavioural

elevance and can potentially provide more insight via inclusion of be-

avioral data. In the current study, locomotor activity levels of the ex-

erimental animals were recorded during the VEP assessments. This re-

ealed that during the experiments in the light sphere, mice show a high

ntrinsic drive for locomotor activity as they showed high levels of activ-

ty during the entire recording session. Locomotor activity levels were

ot altered by the presentation of visual stimuli. Since inactive periods

ere rare, we could not perform separate analysis of VEPs and related

eviant features during active and inactive periods. It has previously

een shown that locomotor activity affects EEG in rodents ( Hansen et al.,

019 ), however it is unlikely that locomotion contributed to the differ-

nce we found between the shape of increase and decrease VEPs since

he amount of locomotor activity was equal between both light increase

nd decrease stimulation blocks. Increasing habituation periods in the

et-up, or increasing the duration of the vMMN paradigm might allow

or a comparison between VEP and deviant features during active and

nactive periods in future experiments. While assessing visual evoked

rain activity during full-field visual stimulation is in our view a logic

rst step, a future goal would be to develop more naturalistic set-ups

here ecologically relevant visual input is presented in such a way that

he perception of such input is dependent on the animal’s behavior. 

VEPs in response to intensity increases and decreases showed differ-

nt features in particular for the early components. Rather than being

rocessed as flashes of different intensities, based on the off-responses,

he used stimuli seemed to be processed as shifts in light intensity.

hile the processing of different levels of light intensity ( Lopez et al.,

002 ; Perenboom et al., 2020 ) and its dependence on light-adaptation

 Suzuki et al., 1972 ) have been studied in mice and cats, little is known

n how shifts in light intensity are processed. One early study described

he presence of off-responses, which were, contrary to what we ob-

erved, of similar shape as on-responses, when light flashes (i.e. in-

reases in light intensity) lasted more than 100 ms ( Crescitelli and Gard-

er, 1961 ). 
i  

10 
Exploratory analysis of the effect of stimulus history showed that

n increased number of trials since the last deviant, in other words a

onger stretch of preceding standard presentations, increased the am-

litude of the vMMN. This was the result of an increased amplitude of

tandard VEP responses and a decreased amplitude of deviant VEP re-

ponses with a higher number of preceding standards. These changes

eem to suggest that our VEP-based deviance detection paradigm was

ensitive to short-term novelty of the deviant; as it showed larger re-

ponses when the previous deviant was presented a longer time ago.

he observed positive relationship between vMMN amplitude and num-

er of preceding standards could be a result of stimulus-specific adap-

ation of the standard, in our paradigm leading to increased ampli-

udes after more repetitions. It was slightly unexpected that adapta-

ion to the standard after stimulus repetition presented as an increase

n amplitude, instead of depression of the responses. This could be in-

erpreted as a sensitization or tuning of the visual cortices to a spe-

ific stimulus as shown by others ( Clapp et al., 2006 ; Solomon and

ohn, 2014 ). While depression-dominated adaptation to visual stim-

li has been shown in anaesthetized animals ( Keller and Martin, 2015 ;

anchez-Vives et al., 2000 ), a recent study showed that in awake mice

ertain types of cortical interneurons show depression-dominated while

thers show sensitization-dominated adaptation, the strength of which

hanged with locomotion. As a result, the pyramidal responses could

e sensitized as well as depressed ( Heintz et al., 2020 ). Alternatively,

arger deviance detection after more preceding standards could result

rom the brain’s response to the violation of a stronger memory-based

xpectation of the standard ( Garrido et al., 2009 ). Although counter-

ntuitive, violation-alerting activity in our data would actually be rep-

esented by the observed reduction in deviant amplitude, resulting in

n increased difference with a standard. Further studies are needed to

etermine which of these two processes primarily drives the deviance

etection features in our paradigm. 

Larger differences in responses to standard and deviant visual pat-

ern stimuli with more preceding standards have previously also been

hown in rats, although this difference was dominantly driven by al-

erations in the responses to the deviant stimuli, without a change in

esponses to the standard ( Vinken et al., 2017 ). Also in human auditory

MN paradigms the amplitude of the MMN increases when the overall

robability of deviants is decreased from 30% to 10% or from 13 to 1.5%

 Sato et al., 2000 ; Sabri and Campbell, 2001 ), as well as with a higher

umber of standards preceding a deviant within a paradigm with a sta-

le overall deviant probability of 20% ( Matuoka et al., 2006 ). Together,

hese findings suggest that the effect size of our vMMN paradigm could

e further increased by having a higher minimum number of standards

etween deviants than the two currently used in our experiments. 

In addition to the VEP waveforms, visual deviance detection was also

ound to be represented in both evoked and induced oscillatory activity.

uman visual and mouse auditory studies have previously shown oscil-

atory responses related to deviance detection, but the paradigms and

orresponding responses showed large variability ( Stothart and Kazan-

na, 2013 ; Ahnaou et al., 2017 ; Hesse et al., 2017 ; Yan et al., 2017 ). Dif-

erences across paradigms and species, as well as the fact that some of

hese studies use auditory while others use visual stimuli, make a direct

omparison of findings from the studies assessing frequency response in

eviance detection paradigms difficult. 

In the TFR the higher gamma clusters between 50 and 150 Hz rep-

esented induced (i.e. non-phase-locked) oscillatory activity. This is in

ine with the fact that induced power, thought to represent top-down

onnections, concerns higher frequencies over longer latencies, while

voked power of the visual evoked responses, thought to represent

ottom-up connections, concerns lower frequencies over shorter laten-

ies ( Chen et al., 2012 ). The broad increase in high gamma power (80–

50 Hz) showed a tendency to be enhanced with more preceding stan-

ards, although this effect was not statistically significant. Although

he role of the various frequency bands in specific functional processes

s not well understood, gamma frequency cortical activity has gener-
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lly been linked to increased spiking activity and network excitation

 Yizhar et al., 2011 ; Cho et al., 2015 ; Vogt et al., 2015 ). In the visual

ortex of freely behaving mice, 30–100 Hz broadband gamma activity

as found to functionally discriminate between segregated cortical lay-

rs of visual processing ( Senzai et al., 2019 ). It was shown that gamma

ctivity can be subdivided into functionally distinct broad- (30–90 Hz)

nd narrowband (60 Hz) gamma oscillations, which show complemen-

ary responses to changes in visual contrast ( Saleem et al., 2017 ). While

arrowband gamma has been associated with thalamocortical commu-

ication, broadband gamma power is thought to represent corticocor-

ical communication. Our recordings did not allow to distinguish be-

ween underlying network mechanisms, but the broad increase in high

amma band activity we observed in the TFR deviant minus standard

ifference plots could reflect increased corticocortical network activity

uring deviance processing. This could suggest involvement of the pre-

rontal cortex, in line with what was found in human vMMN studies

 Yucel et al., 2007 ; Kimura et al., 2010b ; 2011 ), although no robust

isual evoked responses were recorded from our prefrontal cortex elec-

rode. The presence of induced broadband gamma responses thus seems

o suggest communication between the visual cortex and other corti-

al, possibly frontal, areas during visual deviance detection. However,

he functional significance of EEG activity in certain frequency bands

emains to be assessed, thus interpretations related to these specific fre-

uency bands should be drawn carefully. 

In conclusion, we developed the first, robust and repeatable vMMN

aradigm based on changes in light intensity in freely behaving mice.

ur paradigm provides a functional outcome measure for visual pro-

essing in these mice. Because no head fixation is needed, our paradigm

inimizes animal discomfort while increasing behavioural relevance.

he paradigm can easily be implemented to assess sensory processing

eficits in mouse models of brain disease, and has the possibility to be

ompared with experiments in humans which increases translatability

f preclinical outcomes. 
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